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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Old and New Production Houses Reunite for US$10M 3D LiveAction SciFi Feature
Hong Kong – 26 March 2009 – Today it was announced at Filmart that Ricky K. K. Wong, veteran
of the Hong Kong film industry, and CEO of Hong Kong‐based Cine‐Century Entertainment, has
signed on as Co‐Producer for the new US$10 million budget, fully 3D, live‐action sci‐fi epic
FUTURE FIGHTERS to be shot in Hong Kong during summer 2010 and released worldwide the
following year. Cine‐Century Entertainment employee Cliff Chan also joins as Associate Producer
as well as Co‐Scriptwriter. Being billed as "a relationshipcharged, actionpacked, mecha feast",
this is one movie which both sci‐fi and anime fans will particularly enjoy when it hits 3D cinema
screens around the world in 2011.
Both Ricky Wong and Cliff Chan can be contacted through Cine‐Century Entertainment at
cinecentury@hotmail.com or (+852) 2345 2983. The official movie website for FUTURE
FIGHTERS is http://www.FutureFightersMovie.com, and is being produced by Hong Kong‐based
company Agog Films Productions (http://www.AgogFilms.com).
This is Cine‐Century Entertainment's second collaboration with movie producer Guy Orlebar and
his production house Agog Films, the first being the award‐winning indie drama LOST IN LOVE
(http://www.LostInLoveMovie.com), which is coming out on DVD in Fall 2009. Ricky Wong
recounts: "AhGuy first came to us back in early 2007. He had recently graduated from film school
and was eagerly pitching his first movie idea. For the Hong Kong film industry to continue to grow
and evolve in order to survive, I strongly believe that, like any creative industry, it's important to
nurture new talent and welcome fresh blood and ideas from outside the industry. We gave Guy and
his newlyformed company the opportunity to prove themselves with their first project, which they
did. And now we're very excited about partnering with Agog Films again on something much bigger
and bolder." Regarding Cliff Chan's involvement, Orlebar explains "In the same way that super
hero movies have taken Hollywood by storm these past few years, what we’re attempting to do with
FUTURE FIGHTERS is expand the giantrobot genre which is so mainstream and wellestablished in
Japanese anime and manga, but which, until Spielberg's Transformers came along, was largely
neglected by Hollywood. Both Cliff and I share an immense love of all things scifi and anime, so it's
great to find someone with as much passion and enthusiasm for this project as myself. I’m confident
Cliff's involvement will ensure we don't disappoint mecha fans everywhere with our final offering."
Originally called Cine‐Century Company, Cine‐Century Entertainment has been active in Hong
Kong since 1989 and is best known for its innumerable fast‐action kung fu and police/triad
movies starring and helping to launch the careers of many distinguished actors including KILL
BILL's Gordon Liu and SEVEN SWORDS's Michael Wong. Ricky Wong is also a committee member
of Hong Kong's Movie Producers & Distributors Association, as well as examiner on the Fund
Vetting Committee of the Hong Kong Film Development Council. Cliff Chan devotes his
professional time between Hong Kong and America.
***
Founded in 2007, Agog Films Productions is one of Hong Kong's newest and most dynamic film
production houses, specializing in quality independent movie‐making with the freshest global
talents, as well as in related comic and video‐game development.
Be amazed. Be agog. Agog Films.

